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We design, We make, We fit
We bring joy  

Innerspace Cheshire is based in Whitchurch in the North West of 
England where we make products that are kind to people, the 
planet and animals. 

Our local, dedicated team of makers hand craft our product range  
at our workshop. And our installation team travel up and down 
the country to fit all products nationwide.

"If you're passing by come meet all the team and 
our loyal, key member - Penny, the Labradoodle“ 



acoustic properties.
CNC capabilities.  
made to order. 

Formdesign.

Innerspace Cheshire Formdesign wall panels, constructed 
using CNC technology, are created to make interior 
spaces truly exceptional, adding a remarkable visual 
impact while delivering excellent acoustic properties. 

Utilising CNC machining, we harness the incredible 
capabilities of the machinery to form custom patterns 
with unique finishes. Every panel is individually formed 
and made to order to seamlessly fit your space.
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line.

Formdesign line panels are simple and clean. Equally 
proportioned vertical slats formed into panels with 
repeating lines that create a sense of rhythm and 
consistency in a space.
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dot.

Formdesign dot panels introduce an interplay of light 
and shadow, particularly when your interior space is full 
of natural light sources. The perforated pattern not only 
creates textural contrast but also enhances the overall 
visual experience in your space
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geometric.

Formdesign geometric panels bring a sense of now 
into your design. 

Select one of the five available geometric patterns 
to complement your interior theme and colour 
scheme. Even geometric patterns in neutral colour 
palettes make a significant impact, making them an 
excellent choice for transitional spaces.
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5 geometric formdesigns to choose...

1 2 543

formdesign.geometric
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Formdesign deco panels are all about curved patterns 
to add softness and comfort to your interior theme. 

Choose one of the five available decorative patterns 
to enhance your interior space. Consider selecting a 
vibrant colour finish to make a memorable and striking 
impression that will leave people saying 'wow'! deco.
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5 deco formdesigns to choose...

1 2 543
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Step 1. felt Step 2. finish Step 3. design

choose your backboard choose your finish choose your design

10 oak veneers & 5 metals
Choose from the 
sample kit

laminate
Choose from your 
favourites! 

5 felt backboards
Choose from the sample kit

OR OR 

geometric.collectiondot.standardline.standard deco.collection
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Specification.
Standard composition.
Felt
12mm PET (Polyester) felt backboard

CNC Panel
10mm Real oak veneer on ZMDF substrate
Wood stained depending on finish choice
OR
Choice of laminate
on a 9mm black MDF substrate

Dimensions. 
Made to order. 

Weight.
Approx 5Kg / Sqm

Fire. 
Felt - Fire Rating EN13501: Bs 1, d0
Oak Veneer CNC panel - We can offer a fire-rated lacquer
finish to the oak veneer MDF element.
This is ONLY AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
- National Fire Class 0 accreditation as well as EN Euro 
Reaction to Fire, Class B-s1,d0

Design

Formdesign panels are CNC cut 
with 
standard 25mm(w) grooves. 

Each panel has a felt backboard
shadow gap - 25mm all sides. 

Panels are custom built to suit your 
required wall space. 

Panel sizes, shadow gaps, groove 
spacing may have to be altered 
depending on your chosen space. 
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770

dark.grey walnut rosewood gun metal

anthracite dark teak mahogany gold

black black ebony copper

mid.grey old pine dark oak umbra

light.grey oak white aluminium

Material selection

felt oak veneer metal laminate

Sample kit includes...

Selection of standard material chips plus a sample kit guide card...  

Formdesign is available in oak veneer or your choice of laminate 

formdesign.sample kit



We'd love to hear from you.
01270 625043
office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk


